
GCSE coverage

Cell structure Specialised cells Practical techniques: Biology AT 7

Eukaryotes and prokaryotes 4.1.1.1A
Animal and plant cells 4.1.1.2A

Cell specialisation 4.1.1.3A

Cells covers these sections of the AQA Trilogy Combined Science specification.

Key concepts:
The unit is made up of 2 key concepts. Each has a separate set of objectives and teaching plan
• Cell structure – page 2-4
• Specialised cells – pages 5-7

Curriculum map

The Cells unit fits of the Organisms strand of biology. It is the first in the progression towards the big idea Cells are alive:

Big Idea: Cells are alive
Organisms are made of cells, which themselves have parts that carry out different functions. Organisms exists as single cells (unicellular) or many cells 
(multicellular). In multicellular organisms, cell division is essential for growth, development, and repair. Cells differentiate to form specialised cells that 
perform diverse functions.

For detailed links, see the Blueprint-Trilogy spreadsheet

Year 7 Cells Unit

Required practical  activity 1: Using a light microscope



ENQUIRY PROCESS
Model: Use a model to predict 
and/or describe phenomena

CONCEPTS Animal cell: Animals cells have a 
cell membrane, nucleus, cytoplasm, 
mitochondria and ribosomes
Plant cell: Plant cells have a cell wall 
made of cellulose, chloroplasts and 
a permanent vacuole

Cell function Cells have parts that 
play different roles in life functions

Bacterial cell: size and parts 
compared to animal and 
plants

Multicellular vs unicellular: 
Plants and animals are 
made up of many cells. 
Bacteria and amoeba are 
single-celled.

CONCEPTS

FACTS
Functions of cell parts: 
ribosomes, membrane, 
cytoplasm, mitochondria, 
chloroplast, cell wall, vacuole

UNIFYING THEME: 
Systems: Organising groups of related 
objects aids understanding and enables 
behaviour to be predicted

Cell building blocks: Cells 
are the smallest elements of 

living organisms that are 
alive

SCIENCE IDEASCIENCE IDEA

PROCEDURES
Use light 
microscope

Argue: Critique a claim for 
whether there is evidence

ENQUIRY PROCESS

Students need 3 dimensions of knowledge to succeed at GCSE: science ideas, enquiry processes and unifying themes (how 
scientists think). Teaching should be directed towards these outcomes. 

Desired outcomes Cell structure



Cell building blocks

Critique a claim that structures are 
alive using a microscope to observe 
and interpret

Identify animal or plant cells from their 
features 

Cell functions

How parts of a cell keep it alive, using 
a system model of a cell

Describe the functions of cell parts
Objectives provide the evidence that stage 1 outcomes are met. Acquire is accurate understanding of the principles. The first objective 
is 3-dimensional: evidence that  students can use enquiry skills and unifying themes. The second objective focusses on the science idea. 
Apply means using understanding  in unfamiliar situations. Analyse means using it to interpret information and make inferences. 

ACQUIRE APPLY ANALYSE

Cell building blocks

Provide evidence for why an image is 
a plant, animal cell or neither

Cell functions

Explain how a change in a cell will 
affect the organism

Cells building blocks/Cell functions

Use experimental data to develop an 
argument about how cells carry out 
life processes

Evidence of understanding Cell structure



ACTIVATE APPLY ANALYSEACQUIRE ASSESS

This is a template. The teaching plan is a coherent set of learning and assessment activities designed to achieve the 
understanding defined in stage 2. Activate is to check for understanding of prior concepts, and Assess is a formative checkpoint.

Teaching plan Cell structure


